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Executive Summary 

 
FiveBy anticipates that the recent shift in fraud liability for Automated Fuel Dispensers (AFDs) to comply with Merchant 

Category Code 5542 (MCC 5542) will unexpectedly impact the e-commerce space in 2021. Although this change will 

encourage stronger long-term fraud-prevention efforts from AFD owners/operators, FiveBy expects an increase in true-

fraud cases for e-commerce processors in Q3 2021 as fraudsters race to monetize new card numbers from locations that 

remain vulnerable to card skimming. E-commerce platforms should prepare for this shift by implementing stronger 

customer validation strategies; and should expect to see additional pressure on fraud methods using stolen credit cards, 

which – according to industry figures – generates more than $25B annual losses in the US alone. Those who see 

significant increases in true-fraud card disputes are encouraged to reach out to FiveBy, experts in Fraud & Abuse detection 

and abatement services.   

 

Background 

 
After many previous extensions, card issuers 

were no longer held financially liable after 15 

April 2021 for transactions on chip-enabled 

cards where the magnetic strip was used at 

AFDs. While this liability shift was anticipated, 

it created a significant new stakeholder 

perspective worth examining.  

 
AFD owners now have an enhanced financial 

incentive to stop the placement of card 

skimmers on their dispensers. They join the 

ranks of other card present merchant 

terminals responsible for certain transactions 

if they are not chip enabled, such as POS 

Entry Mode, the various types of cards that may be used (i.e., gift, credit, or debit cards), and tokenization (Apple Pay, 

Android Pay, etc.). If they have not already done so, owners of AFDs are likely to immediately seek to update their terminals 

in order to enhance their prevention efforts against the placement of card skimmers.  A recent report suggests 52% of 

AFDs have already upgraded their terminals.  However, a significant proportion of AFDs remain vulnerable to attacks via 

traditional skimming devices.   

 

Card Issuer Perspective 

 
Extensions regarding MCC 5542 transactions have been a thorn in the side of card issuers for quite some time for two 

reasons:   

 

• The cards compromised at these terminals created significant losses.  

• Transactions conducted at these terminals using stolen card numbers also generated losses.   

 

Issuers were in a tough spot. They utilized the best available technology, but still took losses for transactions they could 

not prevent.  Additionally, stolen card numbers were used at other dispensers, where there was limited recourse for 

recovery associated with transactions within a certain dollar range.  The liability was previously shared between the issuer 

and the AFD owner via partial chargebacks. Now AFD owners have a bigger financial burden associated with the placement 

of skimmers on their terminals.  Updated terminals will remove the incentive for fraudsters to use widely available 

skimming equipment with outdated payment technology.   

https://usa.visa.com/dam/VCOM/global/support-legal/documents/auto-fuel-dispenser-emv-liability-shift-vbs-06-apr-17.pdf
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210419005286/en/Less-Than-Half-of-Major-Fuel-Merchants-Meet-Extended-EMV-Deadline-According-to-New-ACI-Worldwide-Data
https://www.mastercard.us/content/dam/mccom/global/documents/chargeback-guide.pdf
https://www.mastercard.us/content/dam/mccom/global/documents/chargeback-guide.pdf


 

 

Continuing Risks  

 
In evaluating the continued risks associated with AFDs/MCC 5542, it’s important to understand that card numbers 

obtained illicitly at one location may be used anywhere. To address the larger problem that skimmers pose, there is a 

clear need for AFD owners to implement additional protocols and procedures to prevent fraudulent activity.  

 

Even though updates to terminals are the only thing needed to avoid losses for AFDs regarding MCC 5542-related liability 

disputes, they remain at risk as a merchant. For example, if an AFD is identified as a repeated common point of 

compromise (CPC), card issuers could rely on risk scoring and other considerations to flag transactions at that location as 

higher risk.  These preventative measures would dramatically hinder an AFDs’ sales, as card holders are less likely to visit 

a location where they are known to encounter friction during a purchase.  Since not all AFD owners are able to immediately 

update their terminals and implement other industry standards, they will need to take additional steps to avoid being 

identified as a target for skimmers or CPC. 

 

 

Impact to E-Commerce 

 
The collection of stolen card numbers occurs in various ways, but AFDs are a favorite of many bad actors and counterfeit 

card numbers obtained in this manner pose serious true-fraud (also known as identity theft) risks for the e-commerce 

space. AFDs have long served as a collection point for bad actors looking to use and sell stolen card numbers in various 

ways, including: 

 

• To purchase or launder funds online through peer-to-peer payment abuse and money mule schemes. 

• To drain accounts locally on reencoded cards or via point-of-sale terminals or ATMs (if the PIN is available).  

• To sell the card number information individually or as part of a cache of cards grouped by BIN to other bad actors. 

 

In the realm of e-commerce, these stolen cards can appear the same as a legitimate card at the time of purchase – 

especially as information requirements differ among merchants.  Some transactions need only a zip code, whereas others 

require the fulfillment of details that meet the Payment Services Directive 2 (PSD2) protocols.  In person, the technology 

associated with the chip and payment processor will often not act normally, thereby discouraging fraudsters from actively 

using counterfeited chip cards for in-person transactions and instead switching to digital commerce.  

 

With reduced liability, some issuers may feel more comfortable relaxing certain upfront transaction rules to reduce friction 

for their card holders. The easing of COVID-19 restrictions is also likely to increase the number of patrons at AFDs. This 

will increase the number of cardholders exposed to skimming risks, which will likely correspond with a rise in true-fraud 

card disputes for e-commerce merchants and retailers in Q3 2021.    

 

Fortunately, exposure to the use of stolen card numbers can be mitigated with various consumer validation options.  

Fraudsters are now racing against the clock to obtain card numbers from terminals that have not yet been updated.  This 

may temporarily increase the supply of the stolen card numbers, but it will likely diminish as the liability shift and its 

associated costs increase the need for AFDs to update their terminals.  The faster AFD owners update their security 

protocols, the more effective they will be at removing a once profitable collection point and encourage fraudsters to shift 

to other nefarious activities.  

 

 

About FiveBy 

 
FiveBy is a specialized risk intelligence services firm. We give our clients the insight needed to move faster and further 

with the confidence to transform risks into opportunities. Our unique point of view brings together expertise spanning 

security, technology, data science, and business operations. By turning data into an enabler, FiveBy designs adaptable 

responses—whether to an ongoing incident or to implement preventive measures—tailored to your business needs and 

always with a human touch.  

 


